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Elac to meet
UNM groups
John Elac, selected as the next
president of the University of
New Mexico, is scheduled to
visit UNM later this week.
Elac is scheduled to meet with
the Council of Deans on Wednesday afternoon, the press Thursday morning, a group of students
Thursday morning, and a faculty
group Thursday afternoon.
All of the meetings will be
·closed except the press conference.
Elac's itinerary was not released to the Daily Lobo.
He is also scheduled to meet
with Gov. Toney Anaya this
week.

Tuesday, August 21, 1984

Council votes 'no confidence' in Regents
By Harrison Fletcher
and Kristie Jones
As a result of the recent presidential search and selection process, the
College of Arts and Sciences Council of Chairs unanimously passed a
vote of no confidence in the University of New Mexico Board of Regents.
The 15-membercouncil approved
the resolution: ''because the public
trust vested in the University of New
Mexico Regents has been betrayed;
because students, faculty and
citizens deserve superior academic
leadership at UNM; because of the
manifestly inappropriate procedures
and unsatisfactory results produced;
and to avert further damage to
UNM's reputation; we the chairmen
of the College of Arts and Sciences
/' vote no confidence in the UNM
Board of Regents.''

The College of Arts and Sciences
is the largest at UNM with 20 different departments.
"Nobody has any doubts about
the authority of the Board of Regents
to act on matters such as the appointment of a president,'' said Riley
Schaeffer of the ch~mistry department, "but we do question the wisdom of their actions. The questions
that have been raised concerning the
qualifications of Elac lead one to
believe that he is not qualified for the
job.
''From the released infom1ation
and from past experience, there is
not one department that would not
have been laughed out of the
appropriate college if they tried to
appoint the man to a non-tenured
assistant professorship," Schaeffer
said.
.
Modem and classical languages
chair Tamara Holzapfel said '• UNM

is an institution that has grown and
could grow more but is held back by
various groups. Not every president
of this university has been bad, but
starting with Bud Davis things went
downhill. We're going down, and
we've been treading water for too
long.
Holzapfel said she had no problems with John Perovich as president, but ''he has never been given a
chance to be a president - his was
an interim position, and the regents
made that very clear."
Elac is expected to be confinned
by the regents Sept. 4 and succeed
Perovich Jan. I .
"This group of arts and sciences
chainnen felt that the actions of the
board of regents were questionable
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Students who w•itedto thel•st minute to buy the" textiJooks foun very long .mes onuay
•t the bookstore.

The vote, not listed on the agcn·
da, came following a routine
"housekeeping" meeting of the
council. The council meets month·
ly, and this was the first meeting of
the academic year.
The council has approximately 20
members corresponding to the different departments, but five left before
the final vote was taken.
The council plans to submit the
results of the vote to the general
faciJity meeting scheduled for today
at 3 p.m·.

UNM administrators ban
liquor because of melee
By Maria DeVarennc

·

enough to warrant a censure und ask
for a recall of their action in offering
the position to Mr. Elac,'' said Sanford Cohen of the economics depurt·
ment.

As a result of the mob melee that
occurred in front of a fraternity
house, University of New Mexico
officials announced M<mday that
alcohol will be banned from fraternity rush parties.
UNM administrators, including
Vice President Marvin "Swede"
Johnson and Student Services Assistant Dean Gary Golden, formed a
"mutual agreement" that prohibits
alcohol from being served at rush
parties.
"This is the last alcohol fraternity
rush," Golden said ... Beginning in
January, rush parties will no longer
have alcohol."
The decision came as a result of
the problems which occurred Sunday morning on Mesa Vista Road,
where several UNM fraternity
houses arc located, Golden said.
However, Golden noted that the decision "was coming" due to previous problems at fmternity parties,
he said.
Golden said that during .. every"
rush in previous years "there is
some type of altercation or disturb' ance due to alcohol. "
Johnson said, "tt•s a national
!rend for dry rushes, .and that's o~r
mtentton. We're gomg to start It
here.
"For fraternities to make their

programs work, this is a desirable
and reasonable decision," Johnson
said.
Barry Cox. campus police chief.
said, "It's unfortunate that such
drastic administration efforts have to
be taken because most fraternities
and sororities have a great deal of
responsible men and women."

''This is the last alcohol fraternity rush,"
Golden said. "Beginning in January, rush
parties wi II no longer
have alcohol.;,
Cox said there has been a crowd·
control problem for several years,
however the only other "real bad
crowd-control problem" occurred
about four years ago when a .. young
man was killed by a hit-and-run
driver."
Rush is a name referring to the
recruitment period by fraternities
and sororities for new members. It is
held twice a year~ before the first
week of classes during the fall
semester and the first week of school
during the spring semester.

Dean says Lambda Chi apparently not the cause
By Maria DeVarenne
Members of the Lamda Chi Alpha
fraternity were apparently not the
cause for the early morning melee
Sunday, according to Gary Golden,
assistant student services dean.
Problems started at the Lamda Chi
house when a "small group of individuals were not admitted to a party
because they wouldn't or couldn't pro-

Inside:
Mother Hubbard:
see page 7
Museum opening:
see p,age 9
Friendship Games:
see page 11

duce a UNM indentification card," wouldn't admit him and it didn't take
tong for a fight to break out."
Golden said.
Nutter called the campus police,
Fraternities are required to· check
UNM student ID card's before admit- which is standard procedure Golden
ting students to parties. Golden said said.
''Most fraternity guys are pretty rethis process is used to keep non-UNM
students out of the fraternity parties. ceptive to the police, unfortunately a
Lamda Chi Alpha recruitment coor- · sizeable amount of people who we~
dinator, Scott Nutter said one of the ren't UNM students were cruising
individuals slammed a "fraternity around the streets," Golden con~
member against the wall when we tinucd.
.
Barry Cox, campus police chief said
his men arrived on the scene at 12:46
a.m. When the officers tried to dis~
purse the crowd. "the crowd started
pushing the police officers. There was
an absolute and immediatl! need for
additiional assistance, ·• Cox said.
Shift commander Mike McGinnis
requested additional officers from the
Albuquerque police department at
1:02.
.. At the height of the melee there
was never over acombined force of 19
officers,'' Cox added.
The officers blocked off Mesa Vista
Rd. at University IJivd. and told the

crowd several times to disperse. Cox
said about 400 people were in the
street but added it was a conservative
estimation.
The officers began to move into the
crowd in at approximately I:45.
"The people were lawless and un-

concerned for citizens' rights and the
rights offt:atemal organizations," Cox
said.
People in the crowd, which was
"mostly non-UNM people'' began t<J
throw rocks and beer bottles at the line
of officers, Alpha Tau Omega presi·
dent Andy Boston said.
''The beer bottles weren't from any
of the fraternity houses because all our
liquor is served in plastic cups." Dos·
ton said.
Despite the presence of police dogs

continued on page 6

Snafu
The Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity house was incorrectly
identified in the Aug. 20 issue of
the New Mexico Dailv Lobo as
the Lambda Chi Omega house.
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Back taxes create problems for Ferraro
WAS BINGTON
Geraldine
Ferraro, nttempting to .~Hence questions about family finuncc; that have
clouded the Democratic presidential
t•arnpaign, disc loscd Monday she
and her ht!sband will pay $53,459 in
overdue 1978 taxes and arc studying
returns for live other years.
Tax documents released to reporters showed the Democratic vice
prosidcntial nominee had a gross in·
come or $332.474 from 1979
through 1983 on which she paid
$130.922 in federal, state and city
income taxes.
The documents showed that of the
!!>tal taxes paid, $94,318 was in
federal tax.
Her husband, wealthy real estate
businessman John Zaccaro, reported
a gross income of $533,969 during
thut period on which he paid
$220,344 in federal. state and city
income taxes. Of the total taxes
puid, $149,495 was in federal taxes.
The tax documents showed that

~~··
: I'
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Ms. Ferraro's reported income
ranged from a low of $56,228 in
1979 to a high of $71,0 IS in 198 I
and that Zaccaro's gross income
ranged from $41 ,060 in 1981 to
$203,039 in 1983.
The spokesman told reporters that
accountants arc still studying the tax
returns filed hy Ferraro and her husband for the ye11rs 1979 through
1983. He raised the possibility that
overlooked tax debts might still be
discovered.
Ferraro remained secluded in her
home in New York City with her
husband, and her campaign advisers
as the announcement was made in
Washington by their accountants.
She had no immediate comment.
The tax disclosure could further
damage the Democratic ticket as
Ferraro, a three-term House member, has been dogged about her finances since being tapped last
month by Walter Mondale as his
running mate.

"'-J~;:_..;;;..---..:..., ~:!:-=:..:.~~---..::;!;J
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Today's Events Include:

Her nomina.tion as the first
woman vice presidential candidate
of a major political party has been
overshadowed in the past two weeks
by questions about the family's
handling of business affairs.
On Sunday, Ferraro told reporters
Americans would be satisfied she
and her husband pay theirfair share
of income taxes when the couple's
financial status was revealed.
The review by the accountants
disclosed a shortfall of $29,709 in
1978, the last year the couple filed a
joint tax return.
Since then $23,750 in interest due
has accumulated. Both sums will be
paid when an amended 1978 joint
return is filed, the spokesman said.
The taxes overlooked were those
due on the profits from the sale of
property Zaccaro owned in New
York's lower Manhattan. The 1978
return showed gross income for the
couple of $172,731.
Sources close to Mondale said the
Democratic presidential nominee
would not ask Ferraro to drop out of
the presidential race if the briefing
failed to stem controversy over her
finances.
Ferraro has been infuriated by
speculation that her husband was reluctant to release his returns because
he may have paid little or no taxes .
He relented and agreed to release his
tax forms back to 1979 to put an end
to "outrageous conclusions,'' she
said .

Israeli troops close road;
Southern Lebanon cut off
BEIRUT, Lebanon ~ Israeli
troops Monday closed a main
route to southern Lebanon in a
bid to stop a wave of guerrilla
attacks on Israel's occupation
forces as Lebanese soldiers battled Drul!:e Moslem militiamen
outside Beirut.
Israeli officials in Tel Aviv
called the closing of the Bater
crossing in the Shouf mountains
temporary, but Shiite Moslem
leader Nabih Bcrri assailed it as
anotherlsraeli "attempt to amputate the south from the rest of the
country."
The closing of the Bater mountain pass came against the backdrop of continued violence in the
hills outside Beirut, where
Christian army units and Druzc
Moslem militiamen clashed with
automatic rifles and heavy
machine guns.
No casualties were reported in
the fighting that followed a battle
Sunday night in which Druze
rockets hit the presidential palace
compound in suburban cast
Beirut. President Amin Gcmayel
and his family were away at the
time .
A senior Syrian official, Brig.
Gen. Mohammed Kholy, met
with Gemayel Monday at the
summer presidential palace in the

mountain village of Bikfaya for
what BLJirut radio described as
talks aimed at ''stabilizing the internal security situation."
Lebanon's private International News Agency said Israeli soldiers were ambushed again Monday east of the southern port of
Tyre. No casualties were reported and the gunmen apparently escaped.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli sources
said the Shouf mountain pass into
the southern Lebanese village of
Bater would be closed for three
days so Israeli troops could fortify a checkpoint in a bid to stop
the Oow of weapons to guerrilla
forces.
The Bater crossing is one of
two main routes linking the
Israeli-occupied south with the
rest of Lebanon. The other, over
the Awali River bridge on the
coastal highway north of Sidon,
had been sealed off earlier by
Israeli forces.
Berti, the Cabinet minister of
state in charge of southern Lebanon, accused Israel of trying to
seal off the south permanently.
The comments came three days
after Berri, also Lebanon's justice minister, encouraged more
hit-and-run attacks against the
Israelis.
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North Campus
Ice Cream Social

i

With utility rates constantly on
the rise, the University of New Mexico is combating the energy cost
problem with renovations that
should make some classrooms more
comfortable for students.
Mitchell Hall, which had no cooling or heating control for individual
classrooms, received a $77,000
modernized air-flow system this
summer, said Joe Galon, UNM
energy conservtion manager.
Galon said the new system, which
will save the University approx-

-
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MOS~OW -The Soviet Union
Monday blasted the Republican Party's platform on foreign policy, calling it an overt design for the United
States to suppress national liberation
movements and win "world
domination."

nEAcn PAK'IT
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:. Free ice cream served by various North Campus
f
12 00 1 00
t th e Cenfra I ••
. . t. t
: Ad miniS ra ors rom : - : pm a
:
Med School Plaza.
:

Dawauan Style -

Friday. Aagast • 4 • 7 paa
at the Baptist Student IJnlon

Corner of University & Grand
We're bringing In a real beach!
Hope you will join us! All Students Welcome

.
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"The party will present its plat·
•
form soon to its convention in Dallas, the city where Democratic Pres•
ident (John F.) Kennedy was killcd,"thenewspapersaid.
It accused Republicans of seeking
"aggression against socialist counfor the ninth time, the lobo men's shop
•
tries, suppression of national Iibera•
lion movements, full subordination
•
•
of all and sundry to the United

.
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The Republican platform says
"stable and peaceful relations wih
the Soviet Union arc possible but
they depend upon the credibility of

•

American strength."
On other foreign policy issues.
the platform calls for continued aid
to rebels trying to topple the leftist
Nicaraguan government and support
for the government of El Salvador in

••

its
com·
mcniary news service. said
Reagan's policies of building up
U.S. defenses have made America
more vulnerable to attack than ever
bccaUSI! they have forced the Soviet
Union to take similar action.

Pants $7 .so

Shirts $5.00
Plus a large selection ofleather coats, Frye boots, knit shirts,
sport coats, turtle necks, sweaters, suits and swimsuits.
..

.
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vtcMo games

Will 11111 COUpOn
One couPOn
per customer
Ellplr• 8·3·-84

lll1lh lhfs coupo11

One COIIPOII

per customer

Will lhfs coupon
Onecaupon
per customer

expr.s 8-31·1M

Expkestl-2~

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Pendleton
Adrienne
Vittadini
Norma Kaman
Willi Wear
Adini
Carol Bird
Koren Kane'
Gene Ewing
for Bis
Outlander
Organically
Grown
New Hero
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This Saturday, August 25
9 a.m. ""

2120 Central SE 234-6954

states,thcsystemofwhichisprocin the program as an ideal
· [aimed
model for all peoples for all time."

•
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(while they last, AM only)
for our customers

Dry cleaning

"Dcployml.!nt in Western Europe
of American first•strike nuclear missiles targeted at the Soviet Union
:tnd its allies was followed by an
increase in the number of Soviet
submarines with nuclear missiles
nboard ncar the coasts of the United
States,'' Novosti said.

Save Up b 50o;o
on Super Summer
Clothing

I

to other coils in the intake vent,
where the glycol yields coolness or
heat to the air entering the building.
Some buildings at UNM use a
system that recycles used air by mixing it with outside air. During the
summer, when used air is cooler
than outside air, less energy 1s required for cooling.

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Now Only
$15 A Year
For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a letter about what's happening at UNM •
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience! You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:
Name:=------~------------------------------~------------~----

Address::__________________~------------------------~----

WILD

ROSE

Natural ~tber Clothing
:x;c:;c, C: rr::>r,trnl SF· :v f ~Qt.1!·
. I

a ''28-month payback period before
the coils begin saving the University
money," Galon said.
The coils, each similar to a
radiator, are filled with ethylene glycol (antifreeze), and will let air pass
between them and absorb either its
heat or coolness.
The coils arc connected by pipes

Put The Campus
In A Mailbox

Free coffee and doughnuts

+
•

imately $22,000 each year in energy side was too cold," Galon said.
The new system was used during
costs, is "substantially completed."
"The new system should reduce the summer session and "worked
the amount of energy spent on venti- out really great."
The chemistry building will relating the building,'' he said.
An air-flow reduction of 20 per- ceive four "runaround coils"
cent would mean an energy reduc- (named for their shape} to help with
heating and cooling.
tion of 50 percent, he said.
The $86,000 system should have
Mitchell Hall was previously
"heated and cooled by a 'constant
volume' air-flow valve for each
classroom; wbile the entire volume
of air passing through the building
was correct in terms of overall ventilation, the south side of the building was always too hot, and the north

"This document shows that its
authors- now that the masks have
been thrown off the false peacemakers - proclaim without ceremony again their aggressive plans,"
Pravda said on the opening day of
the Republican convention.

------------------------~~~~~~~--~~----~------------
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+
+

By Maria DeVarenne

GOP plans to
rule the world,
Soviets charge

: On the North Mall from 12:00-1:00pm featuring a :
: variety of magicians. jugglers. singers, musicians :
and more.
:
:

One different aspect of paying tuition, buying books or hanging out
in the Student Union Building this year is the voter registration tables
that students will sec placed at each of these locations.
The tables arc staffed by volunteers rccn1itcd by the AS UNM/
NMPIRG Voter Registration/Education Committee, headed by John
Martinez and Judi Ellefson.
The group has registered 488 voters since Monday, Aug. 13. Its goal
is to register I .000 voters this week and 3,000 before Sept. 25, which is
the last day to register to vote in this November's election.
There are 20 active volunteers, said Ellefson, which is about I 00
people short of the number needed to staff the tables.
"I need 120 volunteers to get through u week," she said. "A
volunteer does one hour a week. We have six hours to fj)) with two
people staffing a table at all times. That means 24 volunteers a day."
Martinez said, "I believe that student involvement and input are
necessary in a university atmosphere, and that the best way to get
involved is to become a voter registrar. I would like to urge all
university students, faculty and staff to take that first step and register
to vote and become voter registrars."
Ellefson said, ''Our volunteers are doing a really good job." She
added, "Some of them arc really dedicated and excited by the project
because it's a real tum-on for people who have any kind of interest in
politics at all. This is the very first step to get them ro!Ung."
Ellefson said the number of Democrats and Republicans being
registered is about equal.
On Monday of last week 45 men and 44 women were registered by
the group. Thirty-eight registered as Democrats, 37 as Republicans
and 14 declined to state a party affiliation. This proportion is similar to
those for the other days of the week, said Ellefson.
There arc plans to set up other tables at the donnatorics and North
Campus, she said, but thi~ week the committee wiJI concentrate on
keeping the Student Services building, the SUB ;md the Bookstore
staffed.
'S'To become. a voluntecrcomactNMPIRG at277-2757 or ASUNM
at 277-7894,

Remodeling to cut bills, make students comfortable

.

•

:•

~

Volunteers man the voter registration tables set up daily in the UNM Bookstore,
Student Services and the SUB.

:

:• Noon Hour Activities
••

Volunteer voter registrars at work around campus

United Press International

City:_ _ _ ___,'------~-~---- State:;-~- Zip:•---Signature:-----------------------------------

Remember: Just $15 A Year
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CRAM will premiere on Friday
with costume party and dance

.,.Leners
Greek system not solely responsible
Editor:
This letter is a much-needed rebuttal to Chris
Philips' letter to the editor commenting on the tear
gas incident. To say, as he did, that this is a direct
reflection on the Greek system is an incorrect
analysis. Obviously, Chris wrote the letter without
finding out all the facts. First, the police officers
were no.t called to break up "a particularly rowdy
Greek party." The problems were not in the Lambda Chi Omega house; rather they were in the street
outside. The main perpetrators of the violence
were not fraternity brothers, but people who had

been kept out of the housf). The "500 to 1.000
people" in the street were not solely Greeks, but
members of the University community outto have
a good time. They assumed that being allowed in a
frat party was a right, not a privilege. When refused this privilege because of improper ID, they
were the ones to become violent. Rather than
blaming this problem on the Greek system, let us
say instead that this incident is a direct reflection
on the entire University community, and look to
rectify the problem there.

BLOOM COUNTY
waco1r1e, MK.OPI/5. IM
MfCHf1et'6 feR50NAl
APflOIN1M£NTS FAIRY.
PUASe fOUOW Me 10
HIS SU/1e.

The President is certainly right
:1bout one thing: his environmentalist passions are a wellkept secret. He himself has been
th9 main keeper of the secret. He
aciroitly camouflaged his environmentalist sympathies by
appointing James Watt to head
the Interior Department, and
Anne G. Burford to the Environmental Protection Agency. Both
were known to be aggressive,
unapologetic friends of the exploitotion of natural resources in,
on and under public lands and
waters.
In "Gambling With History,"
Lawrence Barrett says that the
Heagan administration reduced
appeals available to foes of wet·
lands exploitation from five to
two, with a 90-day deadline.
This, also, was presumably a
clever touch of protective coloration for the President's conservationist policies, hazardous
though it might be to ducks and
shrimp.
You might have expected such
sorehead outfits as the Wilder·
ness Society and the Sierra Club
not to get the message. But why
would a good Nixon Republican
like Hussell Train give this admi·
nistration a "D" in environmen·
tal protection?
Well, just as Andy Warhol said
everyone will be famous for 15
minutes, perhaps the idea is that
in an election year everyone can
be an environmentalist for at
least a week, even Reagan. But
even a week is quite a trick for the
fellow who, according to legend,
thought Mount St. Helens or pine
trees might be worse air polluters than auto exhausts.
Almost Without checking, you

pe()fl6?
\

\
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MR. f~Rrl HA5N'r 5A~ l6T'5

Reagan's environmental record secret
rets."

H/5 TOI/P, €-NfOI}f<IJ(,/3.
5ef?VANr5 ... SYCOPHtWTS..
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11f?t AU. 1lH".ANfJ H€1?.e'6 Mf<.FEI?N
1HE5e tf11CHf!tt5 NeN fc~50Nfli
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Michael Taylor

,. commentarg
WASHINGTON- According
to President Reagan, his exempl;;uy record as an environmentalist and conservationist is one
of Washington's "best-kept sec-

\~f"'

by Berke Breathed

can bet that along with most Republican conservatives RonC'Ild
Reagan opposed the 1972 Clean
Air Act, whose benefits he now
extols. This is no more to be
marked up to hypocrisy than that
the President should firmly re·
gard himself as a friend of civil
rights, even while having firmly
opposed all the great civil rights
acts of the 1960s. He didn't know
there was a problem, he once
told us.

grotesquely fudged by false
claims and contrived television
shots.
~or political imposture, it is
hard to think of a parallel, unless,
all unnoticed, Ulysses S. Grant
had hit the stump as a temperance fanatic. If the environmen·
talist-for-a-week show goes unchallenged, what next? Will
Ronald Reagan now pose as the
fellow who brought peace to
Panama by giving them the
Canal?

()IJIT€ &Qff'eN INfO JUST 1HROW
1He RHY1HM Of ''Hf1PfY f€BT"
Of/P. ume
PACK meF?e aJr
fiiMil. Y Y6(. f1 WINPOW llNP
\
60HOM£.

\

U.S. policies provide impetus for voter registration

Politics
1n
Profile

By Alan H. Pope

To register or not to register- that is the ques·
tion. Whether 'tis nobler in the flesh to suffer the
B-t's and bombs of outrageous Reagan or to take
the ballot against a white house of troubles and, by
voting, send him back to the ranch. Not to register,
By Edwin M. Yoder Jr.
not to vote- only dream of what could be. But, ay,
there is a rub and our native hue of resolution is
weakened by a cynical skepticism: "Why bother to
Reagan seems to have an ing· vote?" many people ask.
Welcome back students, staff, and faculty.
rained faith that in great issues a
wholesome attitude alone will Weco me new Loboans. Welcome potential voters.
Are you a registered voter? The deadline to regis·
win the day.
The disturbing aspect of it, ter for the November election is Sept. 25. ,
Alas, voter registration seems hardly the topic
however, Is this; Ronald Reagan
and his media managers are test· to excite the minds and arouse the hearts of potening the limits of public credulity. tial readers. For those who have made it this far, I
Let us not be churlish or partisan can hear the cynical responses: "Hey, bto, all of
about it, for a larger point is in- those guys are crooks/' or, "They say one thing
and do another," or, "I don't care what they do in
volved.
Thanks to the two-minute Santa Fe or in Washington; it don't affect my life."
attention span guaranteed by the
I know all of these quips very well because I had
nature of television, even the used them for so long my.self. A late name on
most outlandish claim can be democracy's roll, I registered to vote for the first
palmed off as fact, if you are time at the age of 37. Yes, I am a born-again (new
brazen enough. Or so it would born) voter.
Why, after so many years as a non-participant,
seem.
The point is not so much anti· did I finally throw away my foolish pride and deign
Reagan as anti-illusion- a to vote? Perhaps each unregistered voter must be
modest plea for candor and in- awakened by a particular topic. For me, it was the
tegrity in the representation of experience of living in West Berlin that finally com·
political reality. Environmental pelled me to register•. I remember the precise rna·
policy, like many other crucial mentthat I decided to become a voter. While walk·
and complex matters, is at least ing through the thick woods of the Grunewalk in
important enough not to be West Berlin, I was almost run down by an Amer-

ican tank manuevering through the peaceful solitude. I recalled the many NATO missile bunkers
that I saw throughout West Germany, and I recal·
led the faces of thousands of Russian soldiers encamped on the outskirts of East Berlin. I decided
then to return home to my beloved country and
work to get the military madmen and madwomen
out of office.
Our misguided foreign policy and our military
budget expansionism is weakening our country at
home and abroad. We are losing the support and
respect of our closest friends in Europe. I reflected
upon the American military presence in the demo·
cratic countries of South Korea, the Phillipines,
Pakistan and Turkey. Living in West Berlin, an
American patriot (oh, yes, I love my country) real·
izes the full significance of our mammoth military
machine. The final impetus to register was the
invasion of Grenada with its unprecedented press
censorship. I could no longer sit idly by while
some B-grade actors perverted the basic values of
our country.
Well, my politics may not be your politics, but to
all citizens, I exhort you to register before Sept. 25.
The real tragedy of our democracy is that a very
small percentage of eligible citizens are making
the decisions that affect our entire nation. If all
non-voters and unregistered voters joined
together a new political movement could be
founded.
· Register to vote, exercise your right to partici·
pate in our great democratic experiment. Don't
bear the burden of a cynicism that enables a small
minority of people to decide the direction of our
country.

This building will provide studio space for students in the art department.

New studio area for art department
By Maria DeVarenne
An "old automotive body shop"
bas been purchased by the University of New Mexico to be used as
studio space for art students, said an
art department spokesman.
Tim App, art studio associate
chairperson, said the building would
be renovated, and he speculated that
it would be open for use by ceramic
and sculpture students next
semester.
The Galles Building, at the intersection of Copper and Ash N .E.,
was purchased last week for about
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The 1984-85 recipient of the Carl Hatch Professorship of Law and Public
Administration, one of two endowed chairs at the University of New Mexico,
is C. Dwight Waldo.
Waldo, who has also received the Albert Schweitzer Distinguished Service
Professor Emeritus award, will teach two courses this scmster: Ethical
Problems in Public Administration, and Public Administration and Democracy.
The professorship, established in 1980, rotates between ihc public administration division and the law school. It is funded by the widow of Carl
Hatch, a former U.S. senator and federal judge.
Waldo, a 1942 graduate ofYalc University, has taught at the University of
California-Berkeley and at Syracuse University.
He was also a fellow with the Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars from 1.979 to 1981.
Recipient of a Fulbright Scholarship to Oxford University in 1953, Waldo
was awarded an honorary lifetime membership by the International City
Management Association in 1971.
Waldo served as editor and editorial staff member of the Publi£• Aclmillistratioll Review journal while working with the American Society for Public
Administrdtion. He was also involved with the American Political Science
Association.
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App said ceramic and sculpture
students who have "no space" to
work" will now have access to the
Galles Building.
He estimated that the number of
students enrolled in the art department is three times the number of
spaces available.
Studio space is needed by art students so they can have a designated
area to create the art required in their
classes. Studio space is provided by
the department to UNM graduate
and undergraduate students in the
bachelor of fine arts piogram.

C. Dwight Waldo to hold
Carl Hatch Professorship

•

Daltg LObO

$400,000,. said Alan Prikett, UNM
real estate coordinator.
The building was acquired to
"make up for studio space lost because Parsons Hall is being torn
down and the Crafts Annex is going
to the engineering complex." Flora
Clancy, associate chairperson for art
history, said.
She said the building is a "large,
open, warehouse-type area," where
students would have areas to work
on large or small projects,
Clancy said the department prefers the open area because cubicles
c11n limit the students' pmject size.

If you like to dress funny, Welcome Back Da7c and the lllstructional
Media Center have an event for you.
A barbeque, costume contest and dance '''ill be sponsored bv CRAM, the
Instructional Media Services' half-hour comedy show aired h'y the Educational Channel via Albuquerque Cable TV.
The barhcquc wiU stmt. at 4:30 p.m. Friday, und jud~,:cs will wander
through the crowd assessmg costumes. At 6 p.m .. the purty moves to
Woodward Hall for awards and the premiere of CRAM.
Guest master of ceremonies is Al Lewis, noted for his television role ns
"Grandpa Munster" in the 1960s. Lewis will be ;tnnouncing the winners of
the costume contest.
Costumes nrc required at the premiere to "promote the festive atmm;phcre." Prizes will be nw~trded in 10 categories: Sci-Fi!Honm Films: Sex
Symbols/Hollywood Stars; Heroes m1d Villains: TV Personalities: Cartoon
Characters/Animal Stars; International Figures: Day/Night Soap Opera Stnrs;
Rock and Roll Stars: Entire Cast, the entire cast of u favorite show or movie:
~nd the Munsters Category.
Lewis will arrive at 6 p.m. Friday to start off the premiere and a dance. The
premiere will include a stand-up comic and introduction of CRAM's uctors
and the show itself.
The title of the premiere is ''The Stars Come Out Tonight,'' and is UNM 's
version of a Hollywoodpremierc. All UNM students arc invited. There is no
admission fee. The barbeque and dance arc also free.
With a valid UNM ID, tickets can be picked up at the Student Union
information booth Wednesday, Thursday and Friday between 9 a.m. and 3
p.m ..
CRAM will be aired on Monday nights at 6:30 throughout the semester and
will be transmitted into the SUB and the dorrns by IMS. IMS funds the show.
The show is written, acted, directed and videotaped by student~.

•
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~Mother Hubbard' runs model program at NMSU

Campus Briefs

By Lydia Piper

The Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center will begin training new volun·
tcers for it's speakers bureau on Saturday.
Rape Crisis, part of the University of New Mexico Mental Health
Center, need~ volunteers who will be: available to make prcsent1.1tions
to students in area schools during regular school hours.
'2!:Anyone interested in the prevention of sexual assault through
pUblic education can volunteer by contacting Rape Crisis. a't 247-0707.

***
The University of New Mexico Mentul Health Center needs volun·
to work in the areas of udmissions, geriatrk services and the
alcoholism division.
Put Griggers, coordinator of volunteer services, suid the positions
now nvailable offer le;~ming opportunities for people interested in
psychology anJ community mental health services.
"mfor information call 843-2811.
tecr~

A University of New Mexico physicaJi needs volunteers to help test
twt) new drugs' effects on asthma symptoms.
Dr . .Andre van As, associate professor ofmedicine11nd chief oftbe
pultnonary disease section at U1e Veterans Administraton. Medical
Center, said the study is open to asthmatics who do not regularly use
ste.rnids.
All drug$, pulmonary function tests, blood tests, chest ll·tays, and
heart-rate tests administered in the study will be free of charge.
'a'for more information call Jean Fishel at 265·1 71 I, ext. 3166.

Ahertearing out sod to build a parking lot in a section ofRoosevelt Park, city workers are now
laying new sod down.
Dr. Marcia C. Bowling hus joined the University of New Mexico
Cancer Center as its third gynecological-cancer speci;d ist.
Bowling hasjustcompleted a fellowship in gynecologi~al oncol~gy
at Harvard Medical School/Massachusetts Gener11l Hospital, servmg
liS senior clinical fellow during her last year.
-
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Progress is being made on the re- parks in Albuquerque.
development of one of the older.t
Mike Walker, deputy director of
the Parks and Recreation Department, said Monday that the rede·
vclopment of Roosevelt Park is
underway.

75¢ Off

Get75c off any custom made
Domtnos Ptzza and enJOY one
deltcoous pozza 1
Limited Delivery Arto
Offer good at all Albuquerque stores
One coupon per pizza
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LAnGELL'S
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Construction in a portion of the
park to convert it to a parking lot had
already begun last May when residents of the urea signed a petition in
protest of the plans and urged the
city council to reverse the coostruc·

lion decision.
Walker said the department replaced the 50-year-old sprinkler system this summer and workers have
begun to re-lay sod over the new
system. He also said that the department is redesigning the urea that was
to be converted to a parking lot, and
ure going to luy sod over thut area as
well. Walker also said the Parks and
Recreation Department is beginning
to talk to areu residents about the
redevelopment of Roosevelt Park.

2900 Carlisle NE
11 block south of candelarial

continued from page 1
and repeated warnings that tear gas
would be used the crowd would not
disperse.
Cox said as a final effort the police
used tear gas and the crowd was dispersed by 2:45.

Classified Ads
in the Lobo
get results!

Boston said he felt "what happened
at the Lamda Chi house was forced on
them, the fraternity was following
UNM rush regulations by requiring an
10 and certain individuals didn't
comply."
Boston and P!!ter Couse, Kappa
Sigma secretary, said they thought the
police should've moved in sooner.
"They should've gone right
through instead of blocking off the
street and just waming the crowd when
they first arrived,' • Couse said.
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Hubbard sees Student Events as students nutionwide a chance to get
an excellent opportunity to learn ab- into the entertainment business.
out the music business, and would
"It's a progtnm designed to help
like to see a degree program set up at young people on the college cnmpus
the university for those who want to step into the entertainment business
go into the field. This fall, shl! is just like we help college athletes step
sponsoring a commerical songwrit- into the pros," Hubbard explain~:d.
ing seminar at NMSU with friends
ACTS showcases talent fnlm
from Nashville, Tenn.
across the nation in regional and
''We have to get the de01ns of all national competitions. Its success
the schools to approve the prog- rate is significant, having helped
ram," Hubbard said. "The reason past winners into jobs with record
we didn't get it done this year is companies, opera companies and
because we ran out of money to buy television. Hubbard said she was
the studio we want to have. That way looking for a host for the next showthe kids can learn sound engineer- case finals and is considering UNM.
ing, and groups can cut their own
ACTS also has the support of
demo tapes.
some well-known people. Bob Hope
"I'll get to teach some of the clas- hosted the finals in I 978 und ]984,
ses, which will thrill me to pieces," and groups like Journey, ZZ Top,
Hubbard continued. "And I know I Kenny Rogers and Alabama have uU
can get guests to come in and lecture donated money for scholarships.
anytime."
Although NMSU is a small camHubbard said she expects the
. program to be approved by fall pus, Student Events is one ofthe best
1985. It will include classes on entertainment programs in the nasound and lighting techniques, com- tion. [tis no wonder past PEC chairmercial songwriting, music history men have gone seeking nourishment
from the cupboards .of ''Mother
and promotion.
One project which Hubbard is Hubbard.''
especially proud of is the American
Part three of this series will disCollegiate Talent Showcase cuss tlze options open to PEC and
(ACTS). which she founded in what direction it should take in tlze
I 971. The program offers college years to come.

"Bloom County••
in every issue ol
the NM Daily Lobo

Speak Out.
We at ASUNM provide the following services and organizations which not only allow
the student a chance for campus and community Involvement, bot ore also designed to make the UNM student's experience more educational,
comfortable and complete.

"'

Popular Enr.rtalnment
Committee
Created to bring IOp·nome en·
tertoinment to campus. Any!hlng
from donees olfhe SUbway Sfafion
Ia concerts by Kenny Rogers 01
George WinS1on

Film Committee

Speakers Commlltee

Located ln the basement of the
SOB. lhl$ theatre wort<s fo bring a
venery of quality films ol reduced
prlces-everylhtng from pure
advenMe!escoplsm to !he allful
and Intriguing.

Created to bring well-known lee·
lurers and speakers. A well·
rounded schedule Is ptonned lor
lhll yeor

Tutorial S.rvlce

TextboOk Co·Op

Free Tutoring on all $Ubjeclt II you
need help or have quesllons.
come by and see ut

Books for school at a price slu·
denlll can afiord WorkS on a co·
op basJt Used books In good con·
dillon

Crafts Area
to relax and work with poHery ot
p<llnl. A darkroom and photo
equipment ore also available.

Trek Be Panasonic
Bicycles starling at
$150

Voter lleglsftatlon
-Education Committee
Working Ia reglsler student voters
olld answer questions about pall·
lng places. preclnls and which
candidates caorespand to your
poiillcal belief~

Extensive Selection bf Parts Be

Daily Lobo
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Advertising
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shows each year, Hubbard says her
main objective is to provide good
entertainment for the students with·
o1.1t going over budget. An example
of this would be the free Lettermen
concert planned for halftime at the
homecoming game.
"You can't tum a profit if you
give it away," she said. ''But at the
same time, you've provided a great
homecoming show."
"You are going to lose money;
I'll tell you that right now," Hubbard continued. "You are going to
have some good seasons, and you're
going to huve some bad seasons. My
students have been lucky in that they
have been able to rent (co-promote)
the building as much as they have to
carry their programming. If they had
bought some of those shows, they
would have lost money."
Although Hubbard coordinates
bookings at the Pan American Center, she does not control it. Like
PEC, she must work around the
athletic department's schedule.
" As you can see," Hubbard said
pointing to a calendar behind her,
"there are a lot of openings in
September and October b\lt almost
nothing in November, December,
January and February. But we wheel
and. deal whenever we can."

• •• yout voice makes a dlffetence

Quality Bike Sales

NEWSPRINT PAD
Reg, 54.75

In the files of ASUNM there is a
reimbursement voucher turned in by
Popular Entertainment Chairman
Frank Parks and Kevin Breen for a
trip to Las Cruses to visit Barbara
Hubburd of New Mexico State University's Student Events Program.
The year before, former PEC Chairman Clarence Montoya took a committee down to Las Cruces as well,
to meet with the backbone of one of
the finest college concert promotion
programs in the country.
"If you want to know anything
about college concert promotion, go
talk to Barbaru Hubbard,'' said
Montoya. ''She is respected in the
industry. People don 'I put Barbara
on hold."
Montoya would like to see NMSU
used as u role model in developing
PEC into a productive entertainment
committee. As the adviser to Student Events, Hubbard oversees the
musical entertainment portion of the
program. Under her direction, the
organization has received the Top
College Promoter Award from Performance Magazine for two years in
a row. And unlike PEC, NMSU Student Events has the support and trust
of the administration and student
body, who give the program a yearly
I;Judget of $100,000.
''The student body is wise in that
it has allotted a certain portion of its
fees to the cultural program," said
Hubbard in a recent interview. "We
arc able to self-promote many of our
own shows which helps keep the
costs down. And for some students
what we bring in is the only exposure
they get to the arts."
To the people in the music business and to the students of NMSU,
she is known as "Mother Hubbard," a name given to her by Bob
Hope because she has spent the last
20 years at NMSU giving to "her
kids."
"I wouldn't be doing this if I
didn't love my students," said Hubbard. "There's not enough money in
my paycheck to make me sit here till
four or five in the morning on some
of these rock 'n' roll shows. But I
have such a great bunch of kids that
ifl were ever to leave, I would miss a
big part of my life."
Hubbard has been employed by
the university since 1964, when she
worked as a physical .education
teacher. She has since held many
positions including the administative assistunt to the athletic director
and director of campus activities. In
I 971 , she was put in charge of the
Pan American Center and made
adviser to Student Events. Aside
from negotiuting and signing all ~r
fonner contmcts, Hubbard coordmates bookings at the Pan American
Center, supervises the cheerleaders
and directs the American Collegiate
Talent Showcase (ACTS).
As the only professional in the
program, Hubbard along with a paid
student staff, four ASNMSU stu·
dents and a group of volunteers,

plays an aotive role in all concert
promotion. One of the ASNMSU
members is the student coordinator,
a position similar to ASUNM PEC
chairman. Whenever a contract is to
be negotiated, Hubbard requires that
at least one student accompany her.
"I fought the battle with my students at the beginning on contract
negotiation," Hubbard said, ''But if
I'm going to put my name on a piece
of paper, I'm going to hear what's
said. And I want them to hear what I
negotiate. It protects both of us.
"I usc it as a learning tool," she
continued. ''It may seem 'big shot'
to talk to these promoters, but the
student better not offer a deal unless
I'm sitting there listening.''
Although the student government
changes each year, Hubbard is there
to provide guidance to the inqoming
ASNMSU student coordinator. But
unlike ASUNM, the ASNMSU
presidents tend to reappoint the
same person if he has done a good
job, The current Student Events
coordinator, David Swift, has been
in his position three years.
But even when there are changes,
Hubbard's position provides the
kind of continuity and stability PEC
lacks. Although Gary Golden is
PEC's adviser, some believe he does
not devote the time or energy required to successfully manage entertainment promotion.
''The consistency has paid off,"
said Hubbard. "You have to have a
good surplus of money and a good
adviser to make this work. Some
people don't like to deal with students because they have been known
to book a show and not even have the
building.''
SJudcnts have also been known to
book shows when they don't have
the money to back up the loss.
"You're not going to be a winner
all the time; that's why you've got to
have a surplus," Hubbard ex·
plained. "But students need the guidance and direction so that when
they get down to the last nickel, you
cut the programming off so they
can't buy anything for the rest of the
year."
Student Events obtained its "surplus of money" by usking students
ofNMSU in 1971 for a $5 entertainment fee. The progmm now presents
a budget proposal each year based
on costs of the previous year.
Although making money allows
Student Events to promote more

l'l>r lnl&malion. Plesse Call

265·2524
3407 Central N.E.
265-5170

Cle..ee. Slertln!J
Ceil Now!

ASUNM still has many volunteer and nonwork study positions available in most of
Its committees and organizations.

Selling your car? Someone

special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Marron Hctll. Deadlineis
1 p.m. the day before it is to

run.

For more information come by the ASUNM
office, SUB Rm 242. or call 277-5528.

Duplicating Centet
The lowes! prices In lawn rorquafltv
copying services Typewritars are
<~lsO available_ AdJacen! Ia the
games area In the basement of
the SOB.

Travel Center
Need help In arranging that !rip
home? Haw about. lhaf spring·
break vacation lo Mazallan7 the
travel Center service Is to make nle
easier for Sfudenf travelers
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Arts

J\rls
By R..J. Olivas
Stanley Clarke will appear in concert
Saturday night ;tt the P;wlo Soleri
Amphitheater in Sant;l Fe, Tick1•ts lor the 8
p.m. l'l>ncert are $12 in ndvance and are
available at all Giant Ticket Outlets in

Albtutuet'<tlle and Santa Fe.
Stanley Clarke is a name spoken with the
kind or reverence reserved for the likes of J imi
Hendrix or John Coitrane. But you'd never
know it by spc11king with Stanley Clmke.
The bassist is po~itivcly nonchalant about
the numerous awards he has received for his
playing through over 11 years of recorded
music, tours, and growth. In a telephone con·
vcrsation Clarke offered that the awards were

On-campus exhibitions continue

full bass experience in Santa, Fe

Stanley Clarke

''nice to look at ... they give men good feeling
of accomplishment. But the best thing for me
is that the compliments, all the praise, has
come from people.'' Indeed, from the reader
polls collected in the likes of Playboy, Guitar

Player, Down Beat, Jazz Forum, Rolling
Stone, St~nlcy Clarke is reckoned not only a
top-notch bass man, bllt a favorite with audiences.
Many reasons could be attributed for his
popularity. It could be his easygoing nature,
generously spiked with an intoxicating mixture of enthusiasm and talent. It might be that
his history of playing with ground-breaking
j11zz pioneers like Return to Forever, Stan
Getz, Dexter Gordon and George Duke has
earned a reputation the critics admire and the
crowds applaud. Of course, it is these qualities

which help define the Stanley Clarke style, his
persona. But grcntcr yet is his sincerity for the
music which he has lived all his life.
"Music has a lot to do with the way a person
grows up," Clarke ventured. "When I grew
up, I listened to Stan Getz, Count Basic, then
Jimi Hendrix- Motown stuff- and it kind
of all mixed together into soup, sorta!"
Clarke's brand of music ranges through all
these influences, but his striking array of technique and melody are clearly his own.
The musical climnte has changed, perhaps
as much as Clarke was influenced by the di·
versity it offered. The bassist maintains that
there has been a subtle, but noticeable, shift in
the winds. "Attitudes have changed. You
know, I was talking about this the other day
with someone, and he asked me if my fellow

musicians were heavy into drugs. And none of
my friends are into heavy drugs. The older
musicians were into drugs, but I, personally,
and my friends, we're all into jogging and
health food." And Clarke feels that this has
affected the way people listen to music, as
well as the wny it is played. "Music used to be
introverted. Guys playing with their eyes
closed all the time . .But more and more musicians are trying to reach out directly to people,
making it a social event,''
Aud if the music is becoming more extroverted, as Clarke believes, then audiences
have become more interested in participating
-because they can. This makes going on tour
a special treat for Clarke, who hasn't toured
for two years.

Two exhibitions are currently on exhibit,
und another opens today at the University Art
Museum, located in the Fine Arts Center.
The first in a series of one person shows
focusing on recent work by department of art
faculty opens today at the museum. Thomas
Barrow's photogmphy and mixed media will
be highlighted in the gallery until Sept, 16,
The artist will present a talk nbout his work
on Sept. 6.
Culture and Record: Nineteemh Century
Photographs from the Collection explores
the early work done in this all-important
medium. Featured arc work from Alfred
Steiglitz, Julia Margaret Cameron, Lewis
Carroll, E. Muybridge and others.
Drawings from the Collection takes the
viewer on a rare glimpse of work ftom European and American artists from the 17th
through 20th centuries. Both the Cu/wre and
Record and Drawings exhibitions will be on
display through Nov. 11,
The museum is located in the Fine Arts
Building, and the public is invited to view
the facility during regular business hours
Tuesday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m., or on Saturday and
Sunday from I to 5 p.m.

continued on pag~ 9

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
''Open Saturdays"
Coli and
Compare
Our Prices

c. 1890.

265-3828
D. Mason, M.D.

S~anley

F.J. Fellman, D.O.
1\.E. English, D.O.

contmued from page 8

4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

,..I

Abstract Head by John Storrs is an ink drawing currently on
exhibit, along with F.M. Sutcliffe's untitled photograph from

I
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"It's really my first love. The last
time J was in Europe it was great.
The people were great! The weather
was great! The food was great! It's
just fun, like a vacation! And this
time J plan to take my time doing
it!

Close to UNM
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I - - OFFERINGS
Chamber Singers
I
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I
I
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Stanley Clarke hasn't been
through New Mexico for some time,
but he's looking forward to playing
where all the "neat buildings arc"
again.

I

MONDAYS and WEDNESDAYS
~
~ 3:00 pm • 5:00 pm
6·117, Fine Arts Center ~
~ (243-001, undergraduate
560-002, graduate)
~ 1\ hlahly select mll<cd·V..Icc perfonnlnu enscm~lc or.2D·32 slngcro, Specializes In the sludy, :ill
Jl! preparation. a.nd ~rfonnanc:·e· or .literature particularly suited to. this ensemble. The CftA.H• ~
:ill

I

~ B~R SINOtRS fs UriM:'s top perfomllng choral cnscm. blel Auditions arc required for mem•
IIIII!: bc:rshlp and are open to nonmuslc mi\)ors and music mi\]ors, undergradLLJte. and graduate

:ill
~

•tudcnts.l\ TWO·SCI'II:ST~R COI'II'IITI'ItMT 15 RCQUIRtD fOR l!tMDCRSIIIP (fall and spring

semester).

And what does the Mure hold for
a musician who has peaked enough
for several careers? "Well, I'd really like to score some music," he
begins. "I'd like to score the music
for a major film." What kind of
film? "I don't even care! As long it's

~

:...

~

~

~~ 3:00 pm • 5:00 pm~:~~R~~~
I
B-117, Fine Arts Center I
~ (244-00 1, undergraduate
~

:illl

Display Advertising

560·002, graduate) ~

More Than 150
Typefaces Available

A select mlxcd·tJotc:e enSf!mble ofnot more: than 56 slngcB specializing In the study, prepara· :.1
Uort. and perfonnance or the great choral literature. Auditions are required for membership ~

~ and""' op<nlo 11011mu•lc m'1)ors an_d mu,lc mll.lo.,, undcrgmduatc and graduate stud•nts. ·~

1

University Chorus

131 Marron Hell

~

277·5656

I@
TUESDAY evenings
~
~ 7:30 pm· 9:30 pm .
B-117, Fine Arts Center) ~
:ill (143-001, undergraduate

:.11
~

tra ~ad1 semester. ronnat audltfons are not required ror membership,. howeverf help In
plactnicrit Wllhln the c.floru.!lbi available to all <who wish such assistance. Please· attend the
~ Or,t rehearsal on Tuc~day, August 21.
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~
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~

~
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A WORD ABOUT AUDITIONS • • •

~

~

Each Individual possesses certain vocal potentials and capabill·
tiesasachoralensemblepartlcipantatanygiventime. TheUNM ~
choral program has attempted to develop offerings that meet ~
the needs and challenges of a large cross-section of persons ~
wishingtosinginachoralensemble. The purpose, therefore, or·~
general choral auditions is to help the participant nnd th~ en- ~
semble best suited to him or her at the time of the audition. As ~
one's knowledge and experlenc.e broadens, Individuals may
progress to other ensembles In the choral program. THERe ISA :ill
CHORAL ENSEMBLE AT UNM FOR ALL INTERESTED PERSONS!

0~

I

• No advanced preparation Is necessary to audition
• No speCial appointment Is needed to audition
(auditions are on a flrst·eome, first-served basis)
• ALL UNM chota! ensembles are open to ALL UNM. students
• Undergraduate and graduate credit is available
* Music mi\Jors are NOT granted preferential placement
In ANY choral ensemble
* Audition results wilt be posted no later than 9:00
on FRIDAY, AUGUST 24
• Call 277·4202 or 277·2127 for further information
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WE SINCERELY HOPE YOU WILL
JOIN us IN THE FURTHER ADVANCEMENT
OF THE CHORAL ART
~

1'................................................,.............................................................

Will anything special be on the
agenda?' 'I think the concerts arc not
going to be what people expect. The
players arc young and really hyped
up. It should be exciting. I plan to
pl;~y more instruments than I have on
previous tours. There's a ·special
bass I haven't played enough in concerts, a sitar, a tenor bass and an
acoustic bass." Pausing to collect
this thought Clarke, proclaimed "It
should be the full bnss experience!''
We're looking forward to it Stan·
ley, looking forward to it!
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. HOURS:

MON-THURS 8:30am-10pm
FRIDAY 8:30am-11pm
SATURDAY 11am-11pm

:
•
•:•

Daily· Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results

FREE Back To School Poster
with purchase of Large Beverage for First 500 Customers

•••••THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE"
101111.:32

some answers
Ito Discover
lile's important questions.:

i

Enroll in an accredited Bible course at the Christian Student Center.

FALL COURSES

NT Greek

Survey of Church History, part 2
Gospel of John

Hebrews

located In tile SUB basement
between Casa del Sol
and the Games Area
Director - Dorothy Delgadillo

,.

MEMBERSHIP
Full time studentiFREE Part time studentt$5 General Publicl$7.50
Memberships need to be renewed each semester. Your membership includes use
of all facllitie~ and basic Instruction.

FACILITIES
POnERY
4 potters wheels for throwing
hand tlttruder and molds for hand building
wide varietY of clays and glazes to choose from (clay prices ranging
from .1 S to .30 per pound)
assorted tools at low prices
3 electric kilns
BLACK & WHI1£ PHOTO LAB
darkroom for film processing (.75 per roll)
darkroom for printing (.75 per hour)
2 Beseler enlargers with SO, 75 or 1OOmm lenses
for members only, we sell b&w film and paper
price Includes chemicals, tanks, reels, graduates, ease~ ...
JEWELRY
lapidary e(!ulpment
copper enamellng
rouge and tripoli wheels
kiln and acety'lane tank
EMBOSSOGRAPtf SIGN!i
we take orders for almost any kind of sign you need

HOURS

8:00 • 5:30 a.m. MW

9:30 • li:Oihr.m. MW
9:30 • 11:00 o.M. TlH ,.

To Be Posted

6:30 • 9:00p.m. Tue_s. ·

Fee $10.00 per course

~.

llegislro~~~ 1a1~r~r~\~~!~r:n~'.!:~~;t Center

•

CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER

: 130 Girard NE

"A STUDENT SERVICE"

••:
•
:

..................................................

Bible l4J2
Bible 3382
Bible 33S9
Bible 3364

MON-FRI 10-4 in the Subway Station
lower level 9.77-8969
New Mexico Union

•..................... ,

.lffede!P~ 0
t#'
..#:_b~f#

i•

MUSIC TELEVISION

me.''

Lomas &Carlisle- free parking in back
M·Th'9"9. ·
.·
.
i(P

oSnooker
0 Football
oAir Hockey
oTable Games
oLocker Rental

Return of the Silver Screen!

······················-

Stanley Clarke, master of the bass, will perform in concert Saturday night in Santa Fe.

1

AUDITION TIMES:
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
AUGUST 20·23; 1:00. pm - 5:00 pm
ROOM 1116, FINE ARTS CENTER

just good. And exciting. It has to be
exciting!"
Which, by the way, happens to be
what Clarke thinks of his latest tour
line-up. "Basically a four-piece,
multi-keyboard-oriented band. With
an absolutely great drummer, and

Albuquerques Only Oki~Fashioned,
.(<,71>'
Drug Store Soda Fountain
~~~~ ThroughAug.3l,when you buy any of our
delicious concoctions,you get a second
one for the old-fashioned price of 1¢

560-002, graduate} ~

~ A huge oratorio thoru' open to University students and persoll!l oul51de the UniverSity
~ comnmnlty.. Weekly tch~atsal5 culminate In ~r(ormanccs of larger choral work.."i with otches·

Clarke--

WORKSHOPS

{

t~

2.5-1312

f

...............................~·······q•••••·•«o••········....···l

fci!lhtrcomblng, p/astttr rni!sk51 so/dtrlng, slonecultlng, top~rcnamei/ng, ptrc:e/ain Inlays, basketry, lradllfonal
bll//y sllk5crun, ba11t: bli!ck•.ai!d wh/re phologrlphy lnd much mottf

For More

Details, call or stop by and ste us!
Phone !277·6544
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Degree needed?
By John Moreno

Caraway

Blind Beep Baseball player Ray Marshall (right) loca~es the ball by sound during a practice for
the World Series of Beep Baseball held last week m Albuquerque.

.............. T

TTT

1\0NNA in Concert
A Free Welcome-Dock Concert 6 Dinner
For All UNM Students

)

at Fruit Ave Baptist Church
812 Fruit Ave NW

Saturday, August 25 Dinner 6 pm, Concert 7 pm
~
~

t

r.onno Jordon is 0 profes.s\onol Christian recorc;l\ng omst, songld"':r\rer and p\anlsr.
llus leaving UNM Parking Lor E of Home·Ec Our rng
(N. of Johi'SOn Gym> ot 5:30pm
A
A
A
A
A
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Race scheduled
near Pit Sunday
The sixth race in the 1984 Autocross Se.rics will be run Sunday at the
UNM Arena parking lot at 10 a.m.
The Albuquerque Sports Car Club
will begin registration at 9 a.m.
Classes of cars eligible to compete
will be Stock Class, Street Prepared
and Modified.

.A.

T

UNM BOOKSTORE is glad to see you back!
We know you've already coped. with
registration, campus maps, parking.
And now, the BOOKSTORE!
We want your experience with us to be plea~ant.
Please ask us for late-listed courses, text locat1on.
anything we can help you with.

BOOK RETURNS: Just about everybody
drops a class, changes schedules, etc.

PLEASE READ OUR RETURNS
POLICY!
1. You MUST have your sales receipt!
2. Last day to return fall texts is September 15.
3. Books must be in original condition as
purchased
4. You must have_your I.D.

KOAT-TV, Channel 7 in Albuquerque, recently hired Rick Garcia,
23, as a sportscaster, Since he
doesn't have a degree, it raises the
question of the importance of graduation for journalism students
looking to enter the field,
ButJohn McKean, KOAT's news
director, stressed that Garcia is not a
"college dropout." He plans on
working toward a (Iegree, a!ld
KOAT will help him, McKean sa1d.
But all things considered, he
added, one's chances of succeeding
arc better with a degree, which is
"extremely valuable,"
Charles Coates, associate professor of journalism at the University of
New Mexico, said even if a student
has a journalism degree, it doesn't
mean he or she will get a job.
He said he "wouldn't discourage" students who got a jo;b !n the
business before they got tnelf degrees. Most, however, do manage to
finish their degree, he added.
A degree doesn't mean one ca~ do
the job, because it takes personahtr,
drive and knowledge to work 1n
broadcast journalism, Coates said.
''It's hard work. Some people have
the drive, and they're the ones who
make it.
"There's a lot of truth to the old
adage that you're as good as your
last story,'' he added.
Coates said that Garcia is an exception to "what seems to be becoming a general rule." Journalism
trade publications frequently ask for
degreed students, aibeit a wider
variety than just journalism students, Coates pointed out.
McKean said journalism skills are
necessary and must be obtained to
work in the business, whether it's
from school or on-the-job training.
' He said he needs people who can
write and know about the world
around them. He himself has an
undergraduate degree in journalism
and a graduate degree in history.

Student Veteran's

~~e'i~~!~!e~n
~

I)
6•!\~

of the SUB Rm. 24

First Meeting
Thursday, Aug. 23, 1984
7:30p.m.
Upstairs In the SUB, Rm. R·231C & D

By Unitt:d Press

lntern~ttional

In what has .to be the longest pass
route of his career, Butch Johnson
has gone from Dallas to Houston to
Denver.
The wide receiver, a member of
the Dallas Cowboys. for eight seasons, was dealt to the Oilers ill the
off-season, where he hoped to shed
his image as a reserve, Johnson
failed to catch a pass with Houston in
three pre-season games and on Monday was traded to the Broncos.
There's no guarantee Johnson
will start with Denver, either. The
Broncos are expected to start Steve
Watson and Clint Sampson and
already have veteran Dave Logan in
reserve.
While welcoming Johnson, the
Broncos bid farewell to veteran punter Luke Prestridge, who was shipped to the New England Patriots for
an undisclosed draft choice.
The Oilers said they received a
1985 third-round draft choice for the
30-year-old Johnson, who was
obtained April 13 from Dallas.
Johnson packed his personal belongings and left the Oilers' training
camp at San Angelo, Texas, appearing "down" over the trade, an Oilers spol,(esman said. The move was
made during the week he was to return to Texas Stadium and play
against the Cowboys and his longtime nemesis, Coach Tom Landry.
Johnson remarked, "That's the
way it goes, I guess ... ,'' Oilers
Assistant Public Relations Director
Gregg Stengel said.
The Broncos' coach, Dan
Reeves, said he was pleased to acquire Johnson.
"l think he'll come in and help
us," Reeves said. "You can't get
enough quality football players, and
he's a quality football player."
Oilers President and General
Manager Ladd K. Herzeg said the
development of younger receivers

made Johnson expendable.
''The emergence of Steve Bryant,
Michael Holston and Eric Mullins
during the preseason, in addition to
Tim Smith's continued fine play,
gave us more depth at wide receiver
than we originally thought,'' Herzeg
said.
"With that in mind, we had the
luxury of being able to make a deal
on Butch when the Broncos called.''
Johnson, a California native, ·
gained fame with the Cowboys for
his flashy pass receptions and his
showy touchdown dance, the California Quake. He often clashed publicly with Landry over his antics and
over his back-up status.
Prestridge, 29, had been with Denver for five seasons. Last year, he
punted 87 times for a 41.6 average.
He made the Pro Bowl in 1982,
when he led the NFL with a 45.0
average.
Also, the Broncos waived veteran
tight end Ron Egloff and running
back Nathan Poole.
In other training .camp news:
•Wide receiver Rich Mauti, who
had asked to be waived, was granted
his wish .by the New Orleans Saints.
Also cut was veteran safety Vernon
Perry, who also played for Saints
Coach Bum Phillips whe.n both were
with the Houston Oilers.
.054The Redskins waived thirdyear running back Reggie Evans,
rookie tackle Harry Venezia from
Maryland and rookie tight end Felix
McDowell of East Texas State.
Rookie defensive end Steve Hamil•
ton, a second-round draft pick from
East Carolina, and veteran defensive
tackle Bruce Radford were placed
on injured reserve.
.054Pittsburgh .released six play~
ers, including kick returner Henry
Odom and safety Greg Best. Odom,
an ei!lhth·round draft choice last
year from South Carolina State, returned 39 kickoffs for a 19.4 average
in 16 regular season games in J983.

Part~Time

University of New Mexico men's they will bring added competitivetennis coach David Geatz ness to the Lobos' training.
announced Monday the addition of
Gealz said the fall season will be
two walk-on players to the squad. used "to find out who the top seven
Both transferred from junior col- players are." Only the top seven
leges: Ricky Buchta, from Mesa make the traveling squad. CuFTent•
College in San Diego, Calif., and ly, there are 14 players on the team.
Joel Kirschner, from Foothill JC, loGeatz said if either player makes
cated near San Francisco.
The right-banded players "prac- the cuts, they will be awarded a
tice really hard,'' Geatz said, and scholarship for the 1985-86 season.

Jobs Available

MOSCOW (UPl) - Swimmers from the Communist bloc
turned in two more performances
Monday that would have won
gold medals at the Olympics, but
failed to crack world records on
the fourth day of the Friendship·
84 Games.
All athletes in the five swimming finals came from the Soviet
Union or five of its Eastern European allies attending the Games,
held by Moscow to reward
athletes affected by the Olympic
boycott.
Romania did not enter the current round of Olympic-style competitions in Moscow.
Larisa Belokon of the Soviet
Union and Sylvia Gerasch of East
Germany splashed home 1·2 in
the 200-meter breaststroke, the

most closely contested race, in 2
minutes 29.13 seconds and
2:29.62, respectively.
Both times were comfortably
ahead of Canadian Anne Ottenbrite's time of2;30.38 at the Los
Angeles Games, but well short of
the world record of 2:28.36 held
by Soviet Lina Kachushite.
The surprise in the breaststroke was the poor performance
of East Germany's Ute Gewenigcr, who finished fifth.
Kristin Otto, another East German star, won her 200-meter
freestyle as expected. But her
time of I :59.48 would have been
good enough only for a silver
medal in Los Angeles.
Jens-Peter Berndt of East Germany won the 400-meter individual medley by a wide margin

: America's Army &Navy Store!! :
•

PRI!SI!:NTS

•

: 2Big Sales in 1 HUGE Sale :

It's Time To Enroll for
UNM Student Health
Insurance
Enroll:
• Daily
(During Rl'gular Ollh• lloursl

at Keystone Life
2625 P<·nusylvania NE
Solar 1 Building Suite 300
Albuq., NM 87110

Ot· At:

• Student Health
Center
Hepresentatiw available beginning
Aug. 20, 1984 1-3 pm MWF
through Sl•pt. 10, 19811

• Cashiers Office

Pam Hodella, office manager
Patrit'ia ~1atthcws, agent

Hegular phil) only ean bl' purciHIS(•d

at

Linda Vi~il, assistant
Hod Rae) (not pictured), claims

Keystone Life Insurance Co.
884-6827

of\l

weekdays, Wednesday open until 6pm
and 9am to 1pm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS

10-25%0fF
* SHO. RTS
entue

mventory

.-· -'~'"'-

~ -?£:!!'.'

mcludmg camouffage

Monday, August 20 open Sam to 7pm
Tuesday, August 21 open 8am to 7pm
It really is easier to shop later if you
plan to be on campus in the evening
Aerobics Now
Available!

LIBERTY

GYM

Student
Discounts
Available
2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
Close to UNM

STUDENT SPECIAl!!!
PENTAX K 1000 ~~~,~~
W/50MM LENS

:

~

ONLY

•

144.95

•

: * LEVI'S ~~J~~Iorv rf,PJir :

: * SUN HATS ~"~~';torv .."." .-..
: * T·SHIRJS
: * KIDSmventoryCAMOUFLAGE
fat1gue pants.
shorls
* PARACHUTE PANTS
* SUNGLASSES ~"~:~mrv
ent1re
shrrts &

including

entne mvcntory or krds & adult srzes

• * BACKPACKS &

:

SCHOOL BAGS

•
:

Plus additional storewide
specials too numerous
•
to list ol up to 25% oH!
: Sale ends on labor Day, Sept. :ltd

... ~n'

lbrtwti>O

tlllj!Jn

Schxt

293-2300

:

COME IN AND SEE THE "SPECIAL EDITION"

:

:•

SOLIGOR LENS SPECIALS

•

::
:

•••
••
•

•

•• Convenient
11.._,~ ~--"'1660 Eubank NE
__s;.
~f\d

Better Benefit Plan and
Dependent Coverage must
be purchased through
represen.tative

FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY!!! AUGUST 20th THRU SEPTEMBER 1st

BACK·TO-SCHOOL SALE :
STORE WIDE DISCOUNTS OF

Cashier's Office, Student Scrvircs
Building until Sept 7, 1984

KLR'S BACK TO
PHOTOGRAPHY SALE!!!

SUMMER CLEARANCE &:
The Finest
Body Building
and
Fitness Center
for
Men &Women

in 4:18.29. His time was a European record, but it would have
earned only second place at the
Olympics, against the world record of 4:17.41 set by Canada's
Alel\ Baumann.
Veteran Soviet star Alexei
Markovsky won the 100-mcter
butterfly in 54.26, compared to
the 53.08 world record set at the
Olympics by West German
Michael Gross.
East Germany's 4 x 200-mcter
relay team nipped the Soviets in a
thrilling duel before .a crowd of
8,000 at Moscow's Peace Avenue swimming and diving complex. The Germans finished in
7:20.78, 11 second and a half
ahead of the Russians, but more
than five seconds off the U.S.
record.

cE~G~'N'''
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Community service projects performed
Free coffee IIIHI donuts In
the Student v......a Oftlce week of Aug. 20.

Friendship-84 continues

UNM nets two transfers

Membership Open to Vets and Non-Vets

OUR REGULAR HOURS are sam to spm

UNM
BOOKSTORE

He doesn't want journalism students who are seeking degrees to get
discouraged. ''It's not the signal we
hope to be sending."
On the other hand, McKean said
th.e last person he hired at KOAT,
before Garcia, has a master's degree
in journalism from the l!niversity ~f
Missouri. That shouldn t necessanIy be taken as a sign.al. that th~ station
is dramatically raistng the1r standards, he said.
"If we're sending out signals,
they're pretty mixed," he said.
More than 50 people applied for
the job, McKean said, but only 10
were qualified. Garcia was the only
one without a degree. KOAT was
looking for someone who could
"write edit (videotape), and prepare a~d deliver a television sportscast," McKean said.
He estimated that of about 48 employees at the station, only four to
six don't have degrees.
Also Garcia is studying business.
''Whe~ I say we ordinarily look for
people who have college degrees,
McKean said, "we don't always
mean degrees in journalism.''
Coates also stressed the value of a
broader education. "A degree indicates something about the individual's capacity to Jearn. But it's no
guarantee" that he or she will get a
job.
As a result of the post-Watergate
boom Coates said, many more students' are studying journalism.
Therefore, news directors sometimes require a degree as a way to
"winnow out applicants." This is
particularly true of "groupowners"
- those who own a chain of stations.
Coates, a professio~al journalist
for 17 years before commg to UNM,
"never went to journalism school."
Neither did his father ot two
brothers all of whom also worked as
journali;ts. About one-third of his
colleagues at NBC in New York
"went to school," he said.

Butch now a Bronc

:

:

"Cotls.litu1D.,, •

•

••••••••••••••••••••

PAPER, FILM, CHEMISTRY
UP TO 25% OFF!!!
(ALL BRANDS)

KLII..-2929 Monte VIsta liE

Arbuqu•tqu~. liM 81106

(505) 26$.3562

70-210
28 80
35-140
35-200

REGULAR PRICE

STUDENT PRICE

$169.95
$199.95
$199.95
$299.95

$159.95
$184.95
$184.95
$239.95
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LJJs N oticias

College 277·3751, MaryAnn Khanlian 897·2028.
8/23
FELDENKRAIA; AWARENESS. THROUGH
Movement. Credit an!l Non•credi! ciPSses in·
formatlom .I'll D~pt. 277·51", Community College
277·3751, MaryAnn Khaniian 897·2028.
8/23
WOitO PROCESSING. !)VEl{ ~ years e~perience,
lncludlna technical typing. Highest qu~ilty disser·
lations, theses, and papers. 822.0342.
8/24
WORD PROCESSING TERM Papers, Reports,
Manuscripts, Resumes, 344·6920.
8/13
TYPIST·TERM PAPERS, resumes299·8!170. lOll
TYPING: EXCELLENT SPELLING & grammar,
Fa$t, accurate, confidential. Days: 265·5 176 Eves:
2S5·3580,
8/21
PERI10RMING ARTS !!TUDI.O 2219 Lead Ave SE
256·1061; 265·3067 Uallet, Jn1.z, Vocnl Coachlns.
tfn
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 HarvardSE, 265·3315.
tfn
SOFJ' CONTA(.'T LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBeUes, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTAC'f.. PJ,UIIIIGG, SOLUTIONS Casey
OPtical Company on Lomas jss wsslofWashington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterllilation, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING 4 counselng, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

CRAM PREMIF.RJ<: FRIDAY Auguu 241 Wear a
t·nstutne win a prlz~! a~ on llve cable braadcllnl Sec
Clramprt Mun1tcrl Aua. 24 6·8 pm Woodward 101.
8124
WOMEN: YQU SH()UU> take a Women Studies
nnm.el Fall Schedule, page 88 lfst~ some of UNM's
br1t dnsm. rall277·38S4 for more information.
8121
R~;('JIARlKR YOUR STUDENT organilation or
~hurter a new one! Student Activities Center, room
106, NM union, 277·4706 Deadline: Friduy, September?, 1984 ·.5:00p.m.
9/7
l)fil.t:I'E YOUR NAME from the !9U:8S Student
l>lrectory by filling out from at the Student AcUvllles
('enter, Room 106, NM Union Building. Call 277·
4706 for details. Dea!lline: Friday August 31, 1984,.
S 00 P.M.
8/31
WU.D WEST MUS.IC's outdoor Garage Band Jams
every Saturday through mid-September Pt 700 First
~t. ,NW :Z4J·2229.
8/31
CAJtPOOI. Wl'fll ME from Santo Fe to
Albuquerque and back dally. Startina September.
<"all Valerie, 265·3927 .l.enve measnge.
8/2.1
ADEI.ANTll MUJ~:RESI UNDE!iTAND myths and
J'cnlities of l.a (;hlcnnn. Take WS 2)1, MWF, 11~00.
11;50,
8121
limE AWAY Of'FICt;s from $40/rnonth 344-4363.

am

MUSICIANS ANl) ENTERTAINERS interested In
rrrformlng for Noon flour Entertainment contact
luck or Brinn at PllC277·4660, 277·5602.
81)1
YOU It IMMIGRANT HERITAGE; Explore It in WS
]79,002, lmmlgrunt WomenTu·Th2·3:15.
8/21
TIIIRD WORLD WOMEN listen to them speak of
their lives, their experience. MWF 12:00.12:50 pm.
8/21
('OJ,I,f.(;E OF EOUC.ATION: Ready for the
~hullcnge of working with people, focusing on their
lrurnlng and development? Study in Education,
prepare yourHelf for n career ln the school, the home,
the workplace and the community.
8/23
AltT CLASS~:s. I teach woodcuts, printing und
drawing, out of my studio. Small CJPS!es, Adult &
Chlidrcn(8·14) for more Information cnll255·7929.
8/29

Housing
GRAJ).UNDER GRAD STUDENT wanted to share
new-large unfurnished :Z Bdr apt IS min drive from
campus. Quiet South Valley area$135.00/mo utilities
paid interested? Call Ja~ob 877·6208 mornings, 8/22
MA11JRE BROADMINPED GRAOUATE student
male or female wonted to share hQuse In South Valley
11wn bedroom and bathroom $200 plus \1 utllltles call
Donald Z43-6291.
8/27
FEMAU: ROOMMATE TO share large, clean 4 B!lr
house with 3 other liberal. easy going Women.
$11,/mo plus \ll utilities. 268·4892 after 5pm, 8/24
FREE ROOM, UTILITIES, meals! Excltanae 2
hours/ !lay housework. Luxury neighborhood
(Columbia NE) Female Nonsmoking Honors student
preferred. Foreign students welcome:Z55·2221, 8/24
ROOM AND BOARD offered to adult student
willing to transport children to school nnd activities.
Reliable car necessary, Call243-2635 after 6;00 pm.
8/24
I BR APTS, Spacious, clean. Partially furnished,
$315, Utllities pai!l. 265·2150, Afternoons.
8/21
S'I'RAIGJIT ROOMMATE WANTED to share
pleasant two bedroom house close to UNM. $135.50 ·
plus utilities. 265·5382Dan.
8/21
APARTMENT: SE IIEIGIITS nearUNM and Base.
2Br plus large garages. New Kitchen diswasher
S32S/mo, 255·7585 eves.
8/24
STUOENT IIOMEOWNER SEEKS responsible
housemate$130/mo plus 11utilitles873·1132. 8/21
SERIOUS FEMALE GRAOUATE student seeks
female roommate to share three bedroom home n~r
UNM call Pat 268·0779 evenings.
8/24
BUSCO COMPANERA PE cPSa que sea ordenada,
cstable, respetuosa, hispanohablantc. Casa es
amueblada, veclndad buena. $120/mes \1 utilldades.
Elena265·1193.
8/24
IIOUSE FOR RENT Large 2·bdr In seelu!le!l UNM
neighborhood. Large fenced back yard, Den. No
Pets. Walk to UNM $500.00/mo. plus deposit 266·
450S.
8/24

Personals
Sii:NO YOU It MESSAGE to that special someone or
friends and family. Make contact with a message in
the clauifieds today. Deadline: 1 p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
NOTF.SI CAfE FEATURt:S expresso, gelato,
croissants, and 30 imported beers. 3513 Central NE.
(across from Nob H IIIJ.
8/24

Services
DROKt:N TAPt: CASSETIE7 We fix! Also copy
tnp~ special $1 The ('nsscue Coruer222 YaleSE.
8/27
TYPING CJ.OSt: TO UNM Reasonable rate call243·
~146.
9/20
cos·r l'l,l!S l'RAMING Woad and metal frames,
Custom window mats. Shrink wrapping, con·
scrvntion ctuality avniliable268·1J06.
9/4
SI.!NSIIINE OAY CARE accepting children, Infants
tO sdtOQI age low mtcs 2129 Coal Ave SE 842·6548.
8124
GKf IN SUAPE/STAV in Shape/ Aerobics/ Ooor
e~crclse1. $1.00 per hour session. Monday through
Thuu!lay 4:30 · ~:30 pm !loom 340 Family Practice
Utniding Just show up or calll.nny lit 277·5987 for
more infornmtlon.
8/24
1'\'no•s liAS GLOW in dark balls, fire rootbngs,
,ugglmg nn•l magic equipment nnd lessons, books,
duwn 1upplies, top l1ats and more. Tues·Fri 12·5:30
Sat 11-2.3223 Silver SE or cnll2SS·3757.
8124
TU'fOIUNG·MATIIEMATI~.

CHILIJCARE FOR TWO preschoolers 3·6 M·Th 12·
5 Friday. Carlisle/Indian School are2S5·8328. S/22
PAS'J'E.UP TYPESETDNG POSITION open,
Night work on campus 8pm·lam. You. must be a
tJNM student, We will train you. Apply to Student
Publications Marron Hall 1318·5.
i
8/24
EARN $40.70/day 1·2 days/week by assisting
students slgnlns up for credit cords, Call college
Credit Card Corp. and leave message on machine I·
800.932.0528.
8/27
PART·TIME COUNTER llelp ncecled Day·llme and
ennta:lloan. Apply In penon between 7:00 and 6:00
Frontier Jlalaunnt2400 CmtnL
1/27
WANT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE? We 11ee!l office
help now! General office work, accounts receivable,
public contact. Apply Dally Lobo business office,
Marron Hall Rm. 131 277·56$6,
8/24
EXCELLENT INCOME OPPORTVNITYI Set your
own hours, Part·tlme, or fuU·tlme with one of the
largest financial ser*es organizations in USA, santa
FE company 884·0462.
8/24
ART MUSEUM AIDE: Work·study position, IS·20
hours/week. Work with curator: monitor print and
photo rooms. Art ltandllng, typing or computer !kills
desired, Contact Laura Baxter, 277-4001.
8/24
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
9/7
BUDGET RENT·A·CAR b accepting applications
for full or part-time car rental make rea!ly/ driver
positions. Must be neat, personable and Industrious
with minimum 3 years driving experience. Apply In
person Albuquerque International Airport,
8/24
PART TIME SALEPERSONS/clerks wanted
flellible hours. Apply In person between 10·4 Lieber's
8/21
Luuaae620S Menaul NE.

GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY needed for
babysitting at various locations. PIT dQy/ ~ve.
References needed. CQIJ Kid Knre. 821-4018.
8/20
I NEED SOMEONE to care for an infant at my house
(walkin~ distance from school) Afternoons. I to 5
days a week. Caii265·304S evenings.
8/24
APPUCATIONS BEING TAKEN for . stu!lent
(work·study, Non work study) Help for entering
events. Prefer applicants with some rl!stayrant e~·
perience. Apply at New Mexico Union Food Service
officeNI44 on Main level of SUB,
9/10
RETAIL T·SIIIRTS • Help wanted. Two positions:
one IS hours/week, one 28-30 hours/week. Days,
Nights, weekends. Contact Karen 883·7355.
8/21
TUTORS J'liEEDED fOR fall semester Math,
English, Natural Science, Social Science, and Others.
Work·study Preferred. Cali Susan Srubek, Athletic
Advisement Office 277·6536.
8/24
ENVIItONMEJ'IiT CONTROt NEEDS 10 good
commercial office cleaners, Good pay for good work.
Approximately IS hours/wk. Need r.ar and phone.
Leave name and number at 265·5358.
8/24
APPUCATIONS FOR NEW MEXICO Union
Board. Help direct the programs of the New Mexico
Union by servins on the policy making board. Two
positions open, one undergraduate for two years, one
graduate pos,ition for one yePr term. Must carry a
minimum of sill credil hours and maintain a 2.25
grade average. Applications available at New Mexico
Union Room 225, deadline Augsst2241984.
8/22
BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, DEDICATED,
graduate or undergraduate Math, Biology, English,
Chemistry, Physics, Engineering, Computer Science,
tutors- Prefer work-study eligible. Contact Ben at
UNM Special Services Program, 277·3506, Room
2013 Mesa Vista Hall,
8/31
INTERESTEO IN TEACHING English as a foreign
language? Contact the TESL Clearinghouse, 8033
Sunset Blvd., Suite 164, Los Angles, CA 90046. 8127
ATI'ENTION SCIENCE MAJORS We are now
taking appllcntions for the Minority Biomedicnl
Research Support Program. If you are a minority
(Black, Chicano, Native American) majoring In
Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, or Psychology
and would like the opportunlly to work 111 research
laboratory investigate the MBRS Program, It in·
tereste!l Call277·2728, or come by the BPSfc Medico!
Science Building, Room 106, School of Medicine.
8!24
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559·$50,553/year, Now
hiring. Your Area. Calll·805-687·6000 Ext. R·9786,
8123

BABY GRANP PIANO rebuilt Harrington, excellent
condition, beautiful tone. Moving m~t sell $2800
2~S·1S85.
8/24
VOLVO 1973 1800ES Beautiful e~cellent condition,
Automatic, air conditioner, tape !leek, $7500 268·
1480.
8/24
SAL~!: COMPUTE~{ DISKE1TF.~. Mllllell Sltl" for
your personal computer. SSDO. $25/Box. DSDD •
$32/box. Free delivery to UNM Campus. By the
Disk/box. Fundamentals 268·2227 anytime. · 8/24
COUCH, COfFEE TABLE, Bill' stools 888·3375.
8/21
HONOA CIVIC 2·DOOR 1976, E11·conditlon,
89,000/mi. $1000.00. 265·0867 ev~.
8/24
tO-SPEED MENS JUKE, 23 inch; Ex•working
condition, $80, 265·0867.
8/24
1975 HONDA CIVIC CVCC 4-speed $1000, Call
Tom 265-4730 evenings,
8/24
MUST SELL! GQOD, clean car. $999 or make offer!
1971 Vega Hatchback 62,000 miles. rebuilt engine.
automatic. 836-3400 or 255·1661,
8124
BF.GINNERS NYLON STRING ciPSsicnl guitar with
case, Excellent condition. $45.00. 265.0065 after
5:00.
8/24
COMPUTER FOR SALE, Hewlett·Packar!l HP86A,
New 2/8); two 5·1 !4 disc !!rives, printer, monitor,
1281< RAM, modem, HP softwPre pkg, cables, In·
suuctions, $3000, call M. PEEK, 822-0663, evenings
897-7268.
8128
COTION RUGBY SHORTS by Canterbury of New
Zealand, the Authe11tic $16,95/pr. The Outdoor
Store, Candelaria and Wyoming2!12·8S21.
8/24
BALDWIN ORGAN MODEL SIR excellent con·
dillon 892·5643.
8/23
DENON STEREO AUTOMATIC Record changer
two speakers; lflgh·rlse; exercycle; Sleeper couch;
lamps. 892·5643,
8/23
IBM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER for sale. $325,00.
292·811:Z.
8/23

For Sale

FOUND MAN'S WRIST Watch at UNM Duck Pond
on Monday 8/13 Identify and clalm 299·2622. 8/21
SILVER CIIEVY P/U broken intoFriclay AugustlO
l:Z:30 • 5:30 in Front of Johnson Oyrn anyone with
Info plePSe contact campus police.
8/24
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to-4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

Travel
RIDE NEEPED TO N.C. or nearby, Leave August
24th through26tlt share expenses, Call256-1871.
8/24
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found

NEAR OLD TOWN 3BDR. 2 bath, charm. Partially
renovated, !leeds cosmetic work. Great deal
$44,700.00247-86$3,
8/21
QUEEN FUTON AND PLAlTORM 2 drawers
12S/ea22S/both 5' X 5' shelves$100242-0537. 8/24
HEWLE'IT PACKARD 33E Calculator SSS.OO
eveni:lgs294-4679.
8/27
19111 SUZUKI GS450L excellent condition $975
Phone266-7193 evenings 277·7072 afternoons. 8/24
1976 PONTIAC ASTRA $650 243·7140.
8/22
IIEWLE'IT•PACKARD 85A computer. Portable,
good graphics, super student computer, lntergal
printer, tape drive, lots extras, Reasonable priced call
298·2531 after 5:30pm.
8/24

MisceUaneous
WEEKLY/UP MAIUNG Circulars! No
bosses/quotas! Sincerely Interested rush self·
a!ldressed envelope: Division Headquarters, Box
464CFJ, Woodstock, IL 60098.
J0/5
T~P DANCE CLASSES for Fun/Exercise 10.
Ducount UNM. 266-0608,
8/21
$360,

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

To

Looking for a different
plaee for Luneh??

r.,.... . . . . . . . . . . .,..
. . . . . . . . . . . .,.;.:..=---....-....-..r.....-....-.......
..............J.:i<
8 Books For Sale ~
§ Bookworm Bookshop 8
used hardback books
§S
§S come
and browse TUe.·Sat.
~;;;_.:;;.~~;:~_,....~;:.~~~

Employment

Our Jewish
Friends
With Love
Recorded
Message
Call 293-7213

STATISTI~,

1-retJ(h· Milster'; dcgrcc!l instructor. RePSonablc:.
Evening• 24Hl14-l
8124
I'IUVATf: CWITAR INSTRUCnON. Beginners to
advanL-cd. All styles. Reasnable. Tony344 9040.
1119
AC('t'IIATE, EXCEI.Lt:NTTYPIST: Term Papers,
Rc!UillC'I, ETC. 294·0167.
8131
PIANO LESSONS: ALL Age!, Levels. Laura
Kramcr-265·13~2.
tlill
DELI.V OA NCI:; ('l.ASS C'tcdit and Non•ttedit
cl.mu infornmlion l'E Dcrt. 277·51$1, .C~ommunlty

NON·SMOKING HOUSEMATE Girar·
d/Constltution all appliances $160/mo plus utilities.
Cali 255·1777 leave message.
8/24
hi YEAR MED STUDENT seeks responsible
nonsmoking grad, st11dcm to shPre Large 2 Bdrm.
house in great NE Location, 6 blks from Campus
S250/mo pius v, uti. Pels Welcome. Cali Kev.in 2667864 eveni!lgS.
8/24
WILL. SHARE NICE House with male student,
Nonsmoker, $200 plus DD. 268·6617,
8/24
NEED ltOOMMATE STARTING Fall $em ester 662·
6002.
8124
NEAR UNM TVI efficiency, one bedroom 5155.00.
$)85,00 plus electricity. Furnished 1410 Central.
Manager apartment 118.
8/31
NONSMOKING MALE HOUSEMATE wanted.
Commodore available for computer student, orgnn
for music student. May exchange partial rent for
yard/maintenance work. $150 pius 11 utilities, 2947489,
8/21
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANI'ED to share two
bedroom home ne~r UNM, Graduate student
preferred, Call Gail after 7pm 266-4628,
8/21
TilE CITAOEL; SUPERB locnllon near UNM and
!lowntown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher an!l disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. I 520 Unleerlit NE. 243·2494.
tfn
fOR RENT: Et'FJCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $250/mo., for one person, $270/mo, for 2
persons, all uiilttis paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks add laun!lry facilities. No
children or pets, PlePSe call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn
MI.'

Serving 12:00·12:50 every Wednesday
Only $1.00 for a IIOT meal
)tins 11 short Bible st.atly
All students welcome New Menu each Wednesday

at the Baptb;t St11dent Union
40:1 IJnlverslty l'WE 243-540:1

TAKE NOTE.

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
13 t Marron Halle 277-5656
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.:--S p.m.

ACROSS
1 Reckless
5 Holy men
10Ago
14-Scene
15 Texas shrine
16 "~A Rose"
17Wyoming
peak:2wds.
19 "Avast!"
20Sally
21 Work unit
22 Pronoun:
Bib.
23 Quick drink
25 Disfigure
26Anxlety
~0 Every third:
Pref.
31 Slaws
34 Coral. island
36 Comforter
38 Machine part
39 Baseball or
hockey!
2wds.
42 Onassis
43 Lecterns
441nn
45 Antisepsis
first
47- Code
49Tryout

i

50 Title
51 Egyptian lake
53 Presag~
55 Permit
56 Rasped
61 Tidings
62 Rate or
discharge
64 Great Lake
65 Nozzle
66 Golf club
67 Moose's kin
68 Boy's
hickname
69 Finished

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 Old clothes
2 Height: pref.
3 Planet
4 Intimation
5 Hidden
6Brew
7 Apparition
8 Lifeless
9 Ballad
10 Of mall
11 Fuel
12 Plum
13 Kind
18 Pluto
24 Mountain
nymph

25Fen
26Waterway
27Video
game co.
28 Cooking unit
29Whitney
31 Beaufort or
Bering
32 Girls
33 Treat ore
35 Canterer
37France's
neighbor
40 Eur. nation
41 Toddler

46 Punk
48 Filthy place
51 Pace
52- Lanka:
Ceylon
53 Was ihdebted
54 Additional
55 Not as much
57 Eager
58 Apprentice:
var.
59 Blue shade
.60 Physics unit
63 Star

